Conference for Interactive Vector-based Online Graphics, GIS and Webmapping
ETH Zurich Hoenggerberg
15.7. – 17.7. 2002 Workshops on 18.7.2002
http://www.svgopen.org/

Conference Topics:
Interactive Graphics with SVG client- and server-side
SVG and Animation
SVG and Graphical User Interface
Data-driven SVG database-links, server-side generation
SVG and XML Integration SMIL, XSL, etc.
Workflow Aspects and SVG Optimization
Online-GIS and Webmapping with SVG
SVG and Location Based Services
SVG and GML Integration

Aim and Target Group:
To present and discuss current trends, products and projects in fields of SVG, Online-GIS and Webmapping; to improve cross-linking and communication among SVG developers, software companies, open-source communities, cartographers and GIS specialists.

Conference Fees:
Regular: sfr. 465 (~280 $)
after April 15: sfr. 630 (~380 $)
Student: sfr. 165 (~100 $)
Presenter: sfr. 250 (~150 $)

Workshops on 18.7.2002:
• SVG for beginners
• Creating interactive SVG-based maps
• SVG and animation (SMIL, script based)
• SVG and client-side scripting (Javascript), DOM manipulations
• Server-side SVG generation (with Perl)
• SVG and GML (GML introduction, conversion, etc.)

Workshop Fees:
Regular: sfr. 420 (~250 $)
Student: sfr. 165 (~100 $)

Conference Language is English
Registration at:
http://www.svgopen.org/